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About This Game

On a quest to recover the Scepter of Zeus for The Museum of Lost Secrets, archeologist and adventurer Samantha Swift
stumbles upon one of the greatest archeological finds of all time! Unfortunately, she also runs into greedy treasure hunter

Ravena Stryker.

As Sam, you'll use your keen sense of observation to uncover treasures around the globe and unravel the mystery of the Roses of
Athena in this hidden objects adventure game. Together with associates Dr. Norwynn Butler and Adam Woodson, you must be

cautious to guard the shield from falling into the wrong hands-Ravena and her benefactor are always watching you!

Combines two great game modes-Hidden Object and Puzzle-Solving Adventure
Collect artifacts and finds for The Museum of Secrets Lost
More than 50 exciting levels to explore!
Find all six Roses to complete the Treasure of Athena as you travel the globe.
Hunt for tools to help you uncover Secret Items in each round.
Piece together your finds to make even greater discoveries!
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Play past the first level, It gets better after that.. ICE COOL FREEZE. OMG, this game is awesome, BUT.......... it has the
buggiest controls of any game I've played since the 80s!!!

The controller comes up with weird default buttons... arrow keys are tied to attack and jump, right buttons are tied to dashing,
shoulder buttons are tied to pause... my controller doesn't even have the buttons that are supposed to tie to actually moving.

Oh, but they put in a very accessable way to remap buttons. Ok, cool, I remap them... oh wait, it doesn't save the remapped
controls. I have to remap the entire controller every time I start the game. Huh...

Ok, now I've remapped the controls... oh wait, when I'm playing, it seems that rapidly hitting the direction buttons (like, say,
when you're trying to maneuver to fight the sandworm) can lead to them getting locked on or off... So partway through the
battle, she starts runnign right without my input. I jam the controls a bit and it unsticks... a few minutes later it jams and she
won't block (down). Hey, I hit that problem once when I was making a flash games years ago! Makes the game pretty frustrating
to play though...

The only other concern... the "block" button is down... which is also "zoom the camera." Annoying. There's 4 thumb buttons on
most controllers, and 3 actions assigned to buttons... why not put defend on the 4th?

Honestly, the game has alot of personality, but until the controls get working, it's too frustrating to play.. Difficult puzzles with
falses achievements:(. WOW. I am really impressed with the developers. This game is really good. Its hard but doable. Mind
bending gaming experience. I would recommend this game to everyone. But beware, this game is not for faint heart.
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I wouldn't say this game is garbage, because I could probably find a use for garbage.. An excellent yet simple older game. It has
actually aged surprisingly well. Takes a little bit of time getting used to the mechanics but it's worth it. Great story.. Well, I don't
like this game. Imho it is a perfect example of a game, artificially extended by long♥♥♥♥♥periods of annoying nothingness.
The elevator scene is the worst - when you are waiting for a minute to finally get some action. Really, this game could be shorter
- and way more dynamic and fun to play - without all those lonely strolls in the dusk. And yup, either it is bugged, or I missed
something crucial - but I got stuck in the vents of a cinema, cause somehow lost the ability to use ladders...
So-o.. no Limbo killer this time, guys.. Fantastic game but the net code needs a lot of work. You can't narrow matches by region
or connection quality or even see ping, and lag results in not only input delay but also severe slowdown throughout the match
which makes it an over-all fairly unenjoyable experience. If I'd bought this for full price this would be a deal breaker but at 50%
off I think the single player content makes it worth your money.. This is 100% biased recommendation. I have been in love with
the universe Ankama created since I first played dofus. Now that I made this clear I will focus on my experience with the video.

First of all before I could watch the video I spent hour trying to figure out how to switch to french dub. Really frustrating, so I
will just briefly explain how to do it to those who are new to this whole "movie" thing on steam like me:
-Open Library
-Select Videos above your games list. (Usually it say Installed or just Games, and you click on it to get the drop menu)
-There you will see "Ogrest" and "Ogrest - La Legende". (The 2nd one is in french)

All this was done because english dub doesn't sound right to me, and I prefer the french one.

REVIEW: The movie is short and cute giving some background to Ogrest. Even if you are not familiar with the World of
Twelve it will be a fun story. Animation is OK, although I don't know why they changed it and I do prefer the animation they
used in Wakfu series. English sub is fine, I guess since I don't speak a word of french, but it does have few typos.
I have seen some people complaining about the price and believing it should have been free, but honestly, even though it is not a
masterpiece it is only 2,99 (1,49 sale) and it is a nice way to support developers and this whole movie thing on steam.

NOTE: If you find yourself enjoying "Ogrest" and wanting more, there are two excellent seasons of Wakfu Animated Series,
and few games (Dofus, Wakfu(free on steam), and I do believe one more game for Xbox). I played the game when it was first
released and it was great and exactly what I liked about Alien, its story and its horror. I came back to the game to get all 100%
of the achievements and to play it on hard mode and to "One Shot" it. I fell in love with it, finding the Alien to be very smart. It
took time to outwit it and to learn what it does and not do. Due to this immersion feature, I tried out Survival mode. The base
game only had 1 level. A little disappointing but I liked the idea of escaping the level and finding the bonus objectives for your
own enjoyment. During the Summer Steam sale, I went ahead and got the Season Pass and I was glad that I did. I only
recommend the Season Pass if you enjoy outwiting the Alien over and over and over again while not fully looking for a story. I
would not pay more than $5 for it due to it not having a lot of story but the level design and different array of enemies on some
of the levels are worth it. Safe Haven and Lost Contact are great game concepts and love replayability of the levels.. I'd like to
work in this office a little more.. Great party game, lots of humor. The storyline and challenges are a nice addition.
Only downsides: a little hard to get used to the controls at first, it's somewhat difficult to aim a grenade or bazooka in 3
dimensions and with wind.. HOO THAT SOUNDTRACK MAN. I played more than 9 minutes i was getting high level, this is a
great mud and we can host it thanks to this awesome dev ;)
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